The ganging bracket is used to connect two pedestals or two storage units together without defacing the exterior of the cabinets (Figure A).

Non-Storage Pedestal Ganging
Pedestals can be ganged together using a ganging bracket at the bottom of the two units. Use #8 x 5/8" panhead screws provided with the ganging kit to attach. If two (2) brackets are to be used, place the bracket from the second kit on the top (Figure B).

Ganging Storage Pedestal
Pedestals are ganged together with two (2) #8 x 1 1/4" pan head screws at the bottom of the unit. Two storage pedestals, one screw is placed behind the lower hinge the other in the lower back corner. One Storage Pedestal, drive both screws from inside the drawer Pedestal. One in front and back lower corners.

Wall mount overhead storage units can be ganged together using a ganging bracket under the two units. Use #8 x 5/8" Pan Head screws provided with ganging kit (Figure C).

Note: Use only with wall mount overhead storage units.

Proper product installation, in accordance with these instructions, is the responsibility of the installing agent. If you have any questions concerning these instructions, please call National Customer Service.